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ABSTRACT _ '._:power without violatillg the different design

I _ guioel ines.

[The U.S. blanket design activity has focused _

the developments and the analyses of, a sol- II The blanket is designed to produce the

lid breeder blanket concept for ITER. The main I necessary tritium required for the ITER oper-

on

]function of this blanket is to produce the I ation ar._dto operate at power reactor condi- t

necessary tritium required for the ITER opera- i tions as much as possible. Also, the relia-

[tion and the test program. Safety, power i bility and the sar,ely aspects of the blanket
reactor relevance, low tritium inventory, and I are enhanced by using low-pressure coolant and

design flexibility are the main reasons for" I the separation of the tritium purge flow f,rom
I i
the blanket selection The blanket is de- the coolant system by several barriers The

signed to operate satisfactorily in the phys- I other criteria used to guide the design pro-

ics and the technology phases of ITER without cess are mechanical simplicity, predictabili-

the need for, hardware changes. Mechanical ty, performance, cost, and minimum R&D

simplicity, predictability, performance, mini- requirements.
i

mum cost, and minimum R&D requirements are the

other criteria used to guide the design pro- The inboard blanket has a single breeder

cess. The design aspects of the blanket are . zone embedded in a beryllium zone. The poloi-.

summarized in this paper. _ dal coolant of' the first wall and the shield

behir_d the blanket were used to ecel the in-

I. INTRODUCTION , boar'd blanket by collducting the nuclear heat-

: ing to these coolant zones. This results in a

A solid-breeder water-cooled blanket con- . simple design. The outboard blanket has two

eept has been developed for ITER based on a (or three) breeder, zones with toroidal coolant

multilayer configuration i Two versions of which improves the perf,or,mance and the mechan-

this blanket have been studied. ]'he differ- ica] design of the blanket. An additional

ence among the two versions is in the fabri- [ coolant pa.n_l is used iri the beryllium zone

cated forms of the breedcr material. The between the two breeder zones to get the

breeder material form is sintered products appropriate temperature profile for the

(blocks) or packed bed of small pebbles. Both ' blanket materials.

ver'sions have beryllium for neutron multipli-

cation and solid-breeder temperature control. Thc_ net tritium breeding ratio based on

Beryllium has a sintered product form three-dimensional analysis is in the range of

(blocks). The blanket does not use helium , 0.81 to 0.92 depending on whett_er two or three

gaps or insulator material to control the sol- ' breeder zones are used in the outboaro blan-

id breeder temperature. Lithium oxide (Li20) . l:et. These values do not account for' any tri-

and lithium zirconate (Li2ZrO B) are the pri- tium generated from the test sections. The

mary and the backup breeder ma_cerials, respec- analysis uses detailed models for the diff`er-

tively. ]'he lithium.-6 enrichment is 95%. ]'he ent reactor' components including the divertor

use of high lithium-6 enrichment reduces the zones, the sector side walls, the assembly

solid breeder volume required in the blanket gaps, the copper, stabilizer, and the spatial

and consequently the total tritium inventory source distribution.

in the solid breeder material. Also, it in-

icreases the blanket capability to acco_nodate The blanket box is designed to accommo-

power' variatior,. The multilayer blanket date the plasma disr'uption conditions without

corifiguratJ.orican operate at 150Z the nominal exceed[rlg the str'es:_ limits for the Type 316

austenitic steel. The acco'amodation of the

' electr'omagnetic pressure on the blanket box

!* Work supported by the U.S Department of insures a maximum fir'st-w:.ll deFormatior_ of;

i Energy, Office of Fusion Energy, under less than 100 pm dur'ing rlormal operation ii'ore
....Contract No. W-31-109-Eng-38. the helium purge gas and the surface heat
I
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if],u:::i ....... "]"his results ii, a satisf'actor'y thermal .......... At_:.;tef_itie steel (Tyl)e :;16 solut, io1_

' blanket per'format, ce. annealed) was selected as the r'efel.ence stz'ue-.

rural material or_ the basis oi' an exter_sive

[.aei! breeder ::o[,_.. is purged by He with database' a;id ease of' Fabi'ieatioIl. Water eool-

10.2% tl 2 for eor_tit_L_cHs tr'ilium ['eeovery. The ant with low temp,_';_ture (gU-IO0°C), and Jew

[protium is added tc, the purge g;-_5 to reduce p_'essHr_) is specifiud l'ur' .'_at'et.y consider'aliens
sol_Jbility arid adz;o_'i,tiol_, important at higher ................

,tempera.tut'es; and to erlhance desorption kir_e- . The desire to achieve a net tritium

flies, importar_t at Jewel" temperatures. The ............. br'eedi_g ratio close to unity with limited

laverage H/T rat_o i:_ the blanket is BCl. The ' breeding w_Lume because of J.l_board shielding

' lhc flow rate is ct_<)set_ to be tligh enough to r'equiremer_ts, p]a'snla systems, and provisions

'l,eep the total moisture (H20 + HTO + TyO) for nuclear testiE_g d_etatses tt_e use of

[pressur. _ to ,10 Pa throughout the whole blan- beryllium as a neutron multiplier.

',ket. The tritium ilivc,.ntory is calculated to

'be <14 g in the L.igO b,'eeders for both phases .......... Iii. DESIGN GUIDELINES

of pulsed operation" Assuming no tritium

recovery From the beryllium material, the to- i I Desi._n guidelines and limits were estab-

Ital inventory is ~1.4 kg at the end-of-lifje of I i fished for blanket comp<oents to satisfy the

]_ ' 'ITER mission of 3 MWalm 2 Fluence and insuree_ignUJJ :°th' sYepi'rateH_ivlrl ' pthegtll_okptf:o_ ', I satisfactor'y performance. The maximum load'

the beryllium mulitplier which will reduce structural temperature during normal operation

this inventory, for annealed Type 316 Stainless Steel is 400°C

based on swelling consideration. While the

II. MATERIAL SELECTION corresponding temperature during off-normal

cmlditions is 800°C based on deformation

Li20 was chosen as the reference breeder consideration to avoid damage to the neighbor

material because of its excellent thermal and segments. The allowable stress intensity, Sm,

]tritium transport proper'ties. LiyZrOB, which II for annealed Type 316 SS at 400°C is 110 MPa.

has as good tritium pr'operties, good _tabili-li

ty, and low thermal and in-reactor swelling, Temperature limits are defined for the
but poor thermal conductivity, was chosen as non-structural components of the blanket:

the backup material. LiAIO 2 has good stabili- solid-breeders, Be multiplier, and stainless

It.y, low thermal and in-reactor swelling, good steel cladding separating Be/breeder zones.

thermal conductivity, but poor tritium release The temperature limits are based on tritium

',characteristics below 450°C. Thus, it was not , retention/recovery, materials stability, mass

!considered seriously for ITER application, transfer, and compatibility, lt should be em.-

'Fi.naily, Li4SiO4, which has very low thermal phasized that the design guidelines and limits

'conductivity and is not superior' in any care- , give general target ranges based on materials

gory, was eliminated for ]TER application, performance. Within these target ranges, de-

Figure I is a comparJ.so_ plot of the tritium ':tailed thermal, mechanical, tritium and mas-;-

residency times for the breeders based on . transfer analyses were done to answer design-

correlation Fits to experimental data. dependent issues and insure satisf'actory per-

11 formance for a particular design configuration

and set of operating parameters. Table 1 sum-

.5 marizes the temperature limits for the blanket

.- I materials based on experimental data.
'= I

- 1 While there are no constraints on Tmi r at

_°°°°! ; the material interfaces, Be/steel and breeder/

I steel interaction rates determine Tma x at the
interfaces. A limit of O I mm is chosen :,',ome-

1000. LiAiOz / _ .

_ " / ' what arbitrarily a::;suming a total steel clad-
e" _0o_ // /Li,SiO_ ; ding thickness of 1 mm The corresponding/ ! •

' E 1Ocy / L ....... I temperatures ar'e 480°C For' Be, and 500°C For
........................... ;/ ...... 7 7/"...............

I]] _c Li_SiO_,/// / ,' Li20. Very little interaction was observedc° , : experimentally betweerl Li2ZrO 3 and steel thus

//// / '/ --//

_._ I the 750°C limit is arbitrar'y.
t'_ I . / , [

//,/I.i. IV. MECIIANICAL DESIGNrr / U:O,, ,ZrO_

0'1!i / /' The outboard (OB) blanket is divided into

!l 727 5_0 A1 3-52. 285C 48 poloidal segmel,ts of equal toroidal extent0.01,

0._ _ _i: _.'_ _.'_ _.'a three segments for each toroidal field (TF)

• . ReciprocalTemperature. tOOO/K eel i sector. The three segments uo_si st of a

' central segment arid two side segments. The

r ,: side segments extend t.he full height of the

Figure I. C,m_par'isorl of' tritium residency

times for solid br'uede_s based on extr'apola-

tions from tritium release experiments.
f
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.._,,i.., _. . Table I, ,..:,ZZ.,_,_,=<.7,:t

' . SunurJar'y of' Lol,g-Time, Steady-State Temperature Limits for.

'. t,J_n.-Stuctur'a] Blanket Component_

Material Tmir_' _C Basis Tmax, °C Basl::;

Solid Breeders

]., Li20 320 tr'itiuni 1000 mass transfer/
" ' transport sinter'ing

: Li2Zr'O 3 320 tritium 1000 sintering
• transport
.5

'r; Be multiplier none --- 600 swelling
'7

['_ G. Be/steel none .... 480 _<0.1 mm

wastage ......

;":'} Li20/s' eel none --- 500 <0.1 mm
:..,-_ wastage

::2 Li2Zr, O3/steel none --- 4750 <0, 1 mm
,,._ wastage
-.-,
-.J._

2}' .,,,..:.:...1_.2:_"i.. Lit,::-

13t _ :::.-'. U :.":-"-_'':..:..::.'.."_ :.:::.:- '-.7.'.': ::.".'.'.'":('-:.::_:t:..',
I.,m

reactor. The central segment is located be- poloidalJy. This gas then flows toroidally,
tween TF coils and is divided into an upper across the Be plates and comes out on thei

land lower segment.. A penetration ts situated other side of the module. I

!

]at midplane between the upper and lower cen- IItrai segments. Side segments and upper cen- The solid breeder consists of Li20 pan-

Itral segments have service connections at the els, 0.8 cm thick, clad in 0.1 cm thick SS

top, while the lower, central segment has sheets. The panels are continuous from top to
,service connections at the bottom, bottom and have built irl manifolds on the:

! sides running in the poloidal, direction.

I The OB solid breeder blanket is lay-. Purge gas poloidally through the mani-
of flows

lered configuration consisting of Be blocks i fold, then toroidally across the panel through

iinterleaved with solid breeder zones and cool- I semi-circular cylindrical grooves at the

lant panels, all contained withIn a stainlo._s breeder' cladding interface and finally back

Isteel box. Figure 2 shows an isometric view out through the return manifold. This purge

lcr the outboard blanket internals. Figure 3 gas carries with it the produced tritium from

shows a poloidal cross section of the upper the solid breeder..

central segment, lt is noted that the multi-

iplier zone thickness increases from midplane Three neutral beam ports are integrated

to the upper extremity. This is done to ac- with the OB blanket, which comes in tangent to

commodate the change in the neutron wall load- the circumferential center!inr of the plasma

ing. There are two solid breeder zones and and thus sweeps across two side modules and

'two blanket coolant panels extending the full one central module. Figure 4 shows a modified

height of the module. The present design can blanket segment with a missing front corner.

use three solid breeder' zones and three cool-

!ant panels to enhance the tritiur, i breeding The inboard (IB) blanket is divided into

capability, lt should be noted that the solid 32 toroidally equal segments, or' two segments

breeder zones and coolant panels are of con- per TF coil. Figure 5 has a side view of an

stant thickness regardless of their poloidal IB module with cross sections at midplane and

location, at the top extremity (Z: ±3.4 m). As in the

OB blanket, the radia] build is smaller' at

The Be zones are designed with the option midplane than at the extremities. Water' and

!of purging with He gas lc: 5ritium recovery, purge gas connections are all at the top.

iThis is accomplished by providing spaces at

'the interfaces between the Be plates and the To reduce the plasma disruption effects,

iside wails as shok'r, in Fig. 2. These spaces each segment is subdivided into three parts

act like manifolds for distributing He gas _ electrically insulated from each other. The
.....
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-{::,_--s-Ku-d-i:Ei......-':'iii_--i_i{Tci(i:{c:g'S-Ede:J'oC-i5_-i:.:i-t...........3tTf....hi,_ti&_.r{i:_,iiwith c,.o:;Jsec..ti0fi-dr.,ta
' ',the use of" a full blanket module and an ade- based on the ENIH?/H-V evaluatiol:.

':.4uate shield thickil_ss to protect tt_e inboard
,section of the to:.oidal field coil_;. 'l'l_ere- 'l't_e blankut segment:.-; were. mod_:.led if_ de-

:fore, .the inboal'd blanket thickness is mirli- tail witt] til{:, poloidally w:rying radial builds

'sized to provide an adequate radi:_l space 1"o_' required f'or brc.edur temperature control. The
the stlie]d. -........... sidewalls, tile 2-c,l-.thick assembly gap._J be-

tween blLlIIk,gt segmL'z_ts and thu detai 1 ed lay-

in the inboar'd section, the beryllium .... ered eo[_fi[.,jlration of' the FW and bla_ket are

material is used witt_ a 0.65 density factor to' included in the model. The eopp{:I' stabilizer

reduce the thermal co[iductivity of the sinter- loops used in tile outboard regiorl wt,re

ed block. 'I'i:is reduces the beryllium thick- . modeled. The FW COtll'igul'ati.on in the inboard,

ness required to get the temperature distri- outboard, and divertor' regions was modeled in

butior, of the solid br'eerier material within-.'__ii.yf,::detail. The divertor plates and vacuum pump-

the temperature window. On the contrary, the ........... ing duc'ts in the lower divertor region were

beryllium material of the first outboard ' included in the model. Sixteen standard 1.07

breeder zone has a density factor of 0.85 to I m _ 3.4 m radial ports were used at the middle

get high thermal conductivity. This permits l of the outboard region. These ports are uti-

the use of a thick beryllium zone in the front._ '. lized for testing, plasma heating, startup and

section of the blanket where Lt is needed from : maintenance. A typical Li/V blanket was used

the neutronics point of view. The beryllium _" [-in the ports to represent a blanket test module.

material of the second breeder zone has a 0.65 I

density Factor to reduce the required berylli- II The results indicate that the net 'I'1_1_ is
um thickness similar to the inboard section. , O.81 with 15% or it contributed by the Inboard

The range of the beryllium density factor of' I blanket, lt is interesting to note that coup-

0.65 to 0.85 is defined based on material con- I ling the I-D toroidal geometry results with

_siderations including swelllng and mechanical I coverage Fractions of the different breeding

properties. zones, the net TBP, was estimated to be 0.84which is only 3.7% different From the value

I The calculated radial build of the out- obtained form the detailed 3-D calculation.
board and inboard blankets at'the different In addition, the 1-D analysis for" the blanket

lpoloidal locations ar'e given in Table 2 for design with small breeder pebbles resulted in
Ithe blanket with breeder blocks. The change 3.2% lower net TBR compared to the design with

in the beryllium mater'ial thickness in the breeder blocks implying that the 3-D calcula-

poloidal direction is similar to the poloidal tion for the packed bed design is expected to

change of the neutron wall loading o1: the yield 0.78 for" net TBR. Furthermore, the 1-D

first wall. The local tritium breeding ratio analysis indicated that the overall TBR

for' this concept varies from 1.375 at Z : 0.0 increases by 9.6% if three breeder plates are

to 1.461 at Z : 2,7 where the copper" stabili utilized in the outboard bla_ket in the zone
zer' starts. At the end of the blanket,- the -2.7 m < z < 2.7 m. '['herefore, the net TBR

local tritium breeding ratio is 1.310. The ' from the 3-D calculations is expected to

blanket thickness varies from 26.5 cm at the increase to 0.89 and 0.86 with three breeder

midplane to 58.5 cm at the end. The local plates for the block and packed bed designs,

tritium breeding ratio of the inboard blanket respectively.

changes from 0.755 at Z = 0 to 0.895 at the

end of the blanket. The corresponding blanket VI. TIIERMAL ANALYSES

thicknesses are 10.7 and 18.3 cm, respectively,

The thermal analysis is always performed

I The outboard blanket is reconfigured with for each blanket configuration after the neu-

three breeder zones and the same minimum tronics aH;,lysis to insure the appropriate

breeder temperature. The local poloidal tri- temperature profiles of the different materi-

tium breeding ratio at the midplane for the als. .in all the blanket configurations, the

new configuration is 1.634 compared to 1.375 zone dimensions and material density factors

for the blanket witi_ two breeder zones, which are defined to get 450°C as a minimum tempera-

is about 19% increase. However the blanket ture for' the solid breeder material for' the

thickness is increased from 26.5 to 45.1 em. technology phase. Thin choice results in a

satisfactory tritium inventory for the physics

Three-dimensional neutronics cal_.ulations and the technology phases. Also, it limits

have been performed for the solid-breeder the maximum temperature at the clad beryllium

water-cooled blanket design with sintered pro- interface to <430°C. Which results in a steel.

duct materials to determine the net tritium reaction layer of <0.I rnm at the end-of-life,

ibreeding ratio as well as tritium breeding and

_nuclear heating ir_ the different components of ,, The BSDOS system gels the zone dimensions

the blanket. The continuous energy coupled , and the radial dist.ributioI_ of the r_ucle:_r

rleutror_-gamma Monte Carlo Code MCNP, ver'sion heating over a fine mesh from the neutronic.s

i,,_:. , analysis. BSDOS tr'anst-'ers these data to the
.- , ',

, ..
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',_,' :.'* Table 2. Radial Build of the Blanket L_:['7.Cr-

: THICKNESS(eta)

= ZOUE MATERI AL ____DLLLbo_r_CL......... InbQard..........

(DF) 1.2 MW/m2 0.958 MW/m2 0,6 MW/m2 0,884 HW,/m2 0,325 MW,,'m2

' Z : O 7 -- +-2,7 m Z = ± 4.3 In Z = O Z -_±3,4 m

First Wal] [.avers
• Tile (a) ' C 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2.0

First wall steel 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5

, [ ' CoolanL H20 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Back wz411 steel O.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

. ..: Stabil lzer Cu 0.5 0.5

• Blanket

Multiplier Be 3.4(a) 4.8(a) 4,3(a) 7.2(a) 3.3(b) 9.0(b)
[; Clad steel 0 1 O.I O.I O,I O.I O.I

,,; !_r'eeder Li20 (0.80) 0 8 0.8 0,8 0.8 1.0 1,0
Clad steel 0 1 0.I O.I O.1 0,1 0. I

','% C', 7.9(a) 9(a) 7(a)
.._?___.._ Multipller Be 5 9(a) 7 12. 4,6(b) 6.5(b)L Coolant channel steel 0 2 0,2 0 2 0.2 0,2 2.8 (c)

..23 Coolant H20 0 2 0.2 0 2 0.2 0.2 0.2 --_"

L":,_ Coolantchannel steel 0 2 0.2 0 2 0.2
_,,_ Multiplier Be (0,65) 5 7 8.4 8 4 19,0
c,;, Clad steel 0.I 0.I 0 1 0.I
,:'J

Breeder LI20 (0.80) 0.8 0.8 0 8 0.8
•".! Clad steel 0.1 0.1 0 1 0.1

_!_ Multiplier Be (O,65) 7.1 11,6 11 6 15,2

..;] Coolantchannel _teel 0.2 0.2 0 2 7.2(d')

_-/ Coolant H20 0.2 0.2 0 2 0.2...........................................................................................................

;:5

_9 Total first wail/blanket thickness 26.5 37,1 37.I 58.5 10,9 18.5
• Local tritium breeding ratio 1.375 1.461 1.356 1.310 0.755 0.895

b- A 0.65 density factor,

l_!i c- wall/bl_,,ket2'6cm of thethickness,steel in this zone is part of the bulk shield and it is not Included in the total first

.':.i d- 7.0 em of the steel in this zone is a part of the bulk shield and Lt is not includedin the total first
t._ wall/blanketthickness.
.C . '

.:!j . :....

.__ }-: :.....:.,..
three-dimensional mesh generator for modeling In the physics phase, the reactor fusion

nonlinear systems, INGRID, to model the b]an- power is 1100 instead of 860 MW for the tech-

ket segment. Geometrical data, coolant condi- nology phase, and carbon tiles are used for

tions, and gap conductance model are included first wall protection. Also, the fJat DT burn i

in the ealeu]ations. INGRID generates a time is relatively short, lt is 400 s instead

three-dimensiona] finite element model for the of 2290 s for the technology phase. The neu-

blanket segment. The three-dimensional finite tronies and the thermal analyses were per-
element heat transfer code TOPAZ3D uses this formed for the physics phase. Figure 6 gives

model to calculate the temperature distribu- the temperature history of the first solid
tion pro!'iles and the change in the coolant breeder zone at the midplane of the outboard

conditions. The physical properties of the blanket. At the midplane section, the solid

different materials are evaluated at each node breeder temperatures reach very close to sat-
uration during the second pulse, while the

ias a function of the temperature and the mate-

ir,ial density factor. The value of the surface , blanket extremity requires 3 to I0 pulses to
lheat flux is taken 0.25 the neutron wall load- reach saturation values.

ing. The coolant inlet temperature is 60°C

and _he water pressure is 10 atm. The coolant VII. TRITIUM DESIGN ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE

_flow direction is included in the model.
The solid breeder zones of the blanke

The neutronics and the thermal calcula- consist of blocks of 80% dense Li20 with radi-

'tions are iterated, the purpose of thls itera- al thicknesses of 8 mm and 10 n_ For outboard

itlon is to get the minimum temperature of the and inboard zones, respectively. The breeder

isolid breeder at 450°C for the technology is purged by }le + 0.2% H2 gas which flows

iphase. The results from these analyses give through semi-circular cy]indrical grooves at

!the radial build and the temperature distribu- the breeder cladding interface. The purge

;tion of the blanket. The extreme temperatures flow rates (2.71 mo_es/s outboard and 0.53

iare given in 'Fable 3, The solid breeder mate- moles/s inboard) are chosen based on limiting

:_rial in this concept uses only about 90°C of the maximum local moisture (H20 + HTO + T20
the 600°C temperature window (400 to IO00°C) to be <12 Pa to avoid pr,ecipltation of sepa-

:for the lithium oxide, rate phased LiOH(T). '['he minimum long-time
I

L..._ ............
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; ,' :-' Table 3. Ste,:d', State E×treme Temperatures of the Different Blanket Materials for- the '.I'echnology Phase ECC_r., _ •

" ' _ " " E ° ..... ___lN_O/LBIL_ILE_ILLERAZI_,___LZOtJE HATER1AL .................QUTI_Q/_/_L_T.F2dZFRAT.LLF__+._?_C.... .
!- 1.2 MW'm2 O.958 MW/m2 O.6 MWIm_ O.884 MW/m2 O,325 MWIm_
I
:" Z = O Z :,_+-2.7 m Z = z 4 3 m Z = O Z : Z3.4 m
I.

r (a)[ First Wall [,aye's
I First wall steel 77-191 74-168 74-168 f'q- 132 92-174 65-98
I
I "

i Backwall steel 82-225 81-222 82-228 79-203 94-187 69-131, ' Stabllizer Cu 230-237 205-210

i.I Blanket

, Multiplier Be 280-401 277-440 285-412 252-418 224-413 155-427
• - Clad steel 426-438 462-472 ,q32-442 432-439 433-440 435-438

•O Breeder Li20 453-537 484-559 !155-522 448-492 452-526 442-472
• _j Clad steel 424-437 459-_70 433-443 432-440 431-438 435-437

• }. Mull/pl lcr Be 192-401 180-437 I74-413 143-4i8 162-415 288-427
Coolant channel steel 77-138 75-131 i15-127 71-109 91-126 6?-275

'Lj_ Coolant channel steel 70-109 68-101 I_8-99 65-84
<._3 Multiplier Be 138-421 124-454 12_'431 97-440

_1,1 Clad steel 435-446 465-472 441-449 444-447

_.C Breeder Ll20 451-505 476-514 45211-487 449-460

"L'*J Clad steel 434-443 465-471 442_.447 446-447

""_ Multlplier Be 123-422 106-457 IO4_434 309-444

"' 6_-86 63-303
.':-: Coolant channel steel 68-99 66-88

...................................................................................................................
"', l

-..tD !

_' Totalfirst wall/blanketthickness 26.5 37.I 3i_.1 58.5 10.9 18.5

_._ ' Local tritium breeding ratio 1.375 1.468 I. _56 1.310 0.755 0.895

"}0 a- The surfaceheat flux ts 25% the DT neutronwall loadvalueI ..........

.-:i I i i
I I i "' ":"::"":: "'"::" ":'": ::::.['.',','":_'_:.L-_".::;

;_ g'e_'erationrateandtemperaturepro-_'" -_-'"''_ ' ' .... '' _''"' ' 'pA .... I I :

" :'.':'.: /,'Y" zy/
, ; ' l'ile, were included in the steady-state anaIy-

- ...... t}Y/" I : i_is, well as uncertainties in model
parame-

" '.... / I l;ers. The calculated steady-state inventory

" '._i',i i I !L'_!;only 14 grams using nominal model paramet-
..... I !

. , ........ ! i ers and technology phase operating conditions

. .-.- . I i i i i With uncertai'nties included' the inventOry

-o ."_i" I ! banges from a lower, bound of 6 grams to an
"-- ..... ' I : Upper bound of 45 g. Using the same model

" _ ....... i I parameters for the pulsed mode of technology

"-=_."'".... II I[ I/ I/ i14 I phase operation the calculated transient

-=_ ,,.,, I Iiinventory is only 18% higher than the steady-
-£ .... ,
.__ ..... I i istate operating mode due to the thermal- and
.i .,.... I i tritium- response lags• Figure 7a shows the

• ..... I Inventory build-up at the outboard core-

i ..... -- II ; midplane as a function of the number of

',,".['. s,o_, s,_,ov,,,.... ] . I tecinnology pulses (2290-s flat burn, 20-s

.... ,.,,,._00 ,c ".I . I ramps 2490-s total cycle time)
,,.,, . Ida*. GO_ 'C _ !' ' '

.:: ! _.-T_ =.._=:.:.._".:'.-.:"".=.::.-]'-:._ _ .:_" .=.'_.:_. ! The tritium inventory analysis is based

, , .... -' _-' -'-' : "''-' ' -' " :"-' : "-'"".''"- ! on a conservative (slow release) model to pro-
]'i .1.1_- • I,&.la_.._l .._.. _,. sz o- &l c* _

........ ,.:, .... 0, Time (s) :. ,, c- ,_ r. ,, vide an upperbound on the inventory. A dif-
:" " "" " " " : ferent approach was used for calc _*ing the

/Imaximum tritium release rate durx_ _, pulsed
Figure 6. Lowest temperature history of the

first breeder zone during five physics pulses 'operation. For this bounding analysis, the
model parameters lending to the fastest

at the outboard midplane section.
-. , release and lob, est inventory were used. This

iii ..' ' approach is important in providing guidance to
the design of 'the tritium processing units,

Figure 7b shows the results of this transient

calculation at the outboard midpl.ane location

i Detailed steady-state and transient ' during technology pulses. The results apply

!analyses of tritium inventqry and release rate ' to the Li20 at the purge outlet, in this

were performed for the Li20 breeder in the 'layered design. PoIoida] variations Jn /
I _

,:

' I

I' [
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'Sl_---:a-/.-i....region the local .... t_-_-itiu-m -r--e-.[ease rate ............... ti.iti,]m 'reten-t[o,-_-, ......and eompatibi] ity with11

" can approach -.5 times the generation rate. ohter nlaterial.

However', when the toroidal and poloidal varia-

tions are considered, the overall increase in . - Characterization of' the ceramic breeder.

release rate is <2 times the generation r'ate. Data on tritium release and irradiation

I:. effects on the mechanical properties are

........ required tc) reduce the design uncertainties.
1.2...........

I/Iss _ Temperature control, 1'_e method used to

1 __ provide a thermal insulation between the

• - structural material and the ceramic breeder'

.8 R/G require testing under reactor conditions.

.61 _i"'-'.33._-Structural material data base for 'type 316

I ' austenitic steel. There is a need ['or data

' on irradiation effects on low temperature

.4 ' fracture toughness, cyclic fatigue andI

I crack growth. Also, data on welds arid

.2 ! brazing without and with irradiation are

required.

C ' ............. q

0 20 40 60 80 100 i _ Fabrication and testing of a blanket module.
I

Cycle
The above issues are included in the ITER

Figure 7a. ,nventory (I/Iss) and release R&D plan to provide the necessary data during

{R/G) fractions (technology phase), the engineering design phase. ,

_7 IX. SUMMARY

5

: I ' ' ': ' ' i' 'i ' The U.S. solid breeder blanket design

i,_ i satisfies the design goals of ITER. Also, the
. _.. _ R&D requirements have been identified to pro-

i'_ i : vide the necessary data during the engineering

- " _ 4 I _ '.:, design phase.
,'yj i i {
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Figure 7b. Tri.tJum release history for the -..,_:

outboard Li20 region I during the technology

phase witl_ a 20 Pa tritium partial pressure in

the purge.

-,

i.

_/i_. BLANKWrR&D ISSUES

Several R&D tasks have been identified

for the blanket design, lt includes the

following R&D tasks:

-Characterization of ber,yliium. There is a

need for data on fabrication techniques and

_ i_rrad_iation effects ._ such as swelling,
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